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Clarification n eeded, not "ambiguous slogans."

T HE R OAD INTO THE CHURCH
ALEXANDER C. DE JONG

B

EING A CHRISTIA involves being
a member of the Church. The Church,
and the local congregation as a concrete
manifestation of the Church. is inseparable
from Christianity. The Saviour once said
that no one can approach the Father except through the Son. In the Scriptures
God's Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, is presented as the Head of his Church. There-

fore, as soon as anyone comos to Christ in
fa ith he also comes to the Church.
Coming to the Church involves traveling
a certain road. How does onc "get into"
the Church? Has this road b een laid out in
SCripture or has its roadbed been laid out
by conservative ecclesiastics? Is the road
long or short? These questions have b een
raised and arc being answered lately within

the Christian Reformed Church. These
questions must arise as the church answers
to her nahlre and task as outlined in a
previous article. (See torch and trtlmpct,
April '56). As Christ uses the ministry of
his Church to build his Body these qu es~
tions arise with 'urgency. In this article I
wish to mention a few important matters
about the road into the Church which need
to be kept in clear focus.
Some Necessary Distinctions

Tho nature of the road to be traveled is
determined by the d estination desired by
the traveler. He seeks admission into an
organized congregation. This immediately
raises the matter of the relation of the
organized congregation to the Church as

the body of Christ.
The Church - note the capitalized letter
C - is the body of Christ. It is the CO l~
pany of genuine Christ~confe.
Article
XXVII of The Belgic ConfesSion defines
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tlle Cburch as "n holy congregation of true
Christian believers, all expecting their sal·
vation in Jesus Christ, being washed by His
blood, sanctified and sealed by the Holy
Spirt:~

That which makes a congregation a
Church is its relation to Jesus Christ. The
congregation of the faithful are bound to
Christ by regeneration and faith. These
bonds are basically spiritual, that is, originating in and through the action of the Holy
Spirit, and invisible. Since these bonds
are not observable by men they are known
with absolute certainty only by God. The
Lord knows, and only the Lord, those who
are his. H e alone knows with perfect certainty. This means that there is an aspect
of invisibility which belongs to the Church.
Notice that I speak of invisibility as an
aspect of the Church. W e have no right to
speak or think in terms of two churches,
one which is invisible and one which is
visible. There is only One Church. Yet
there is an aspect of the Church which is
invisible, which is not completely open to
human observation. For example, in the
local congregation no human being can say
with perfect certainty who are the regenerated ones, the genuine believers. Only God
knows this with infallible certainty. John
15 is ample proof that there can be somE>
connection with Christ in terms of external
connection and profession which does not
necessarily involve a Spirit-born vitality.
That which makes a congregation a Church
is the spiritual and invisible bond of regeneration and faith.
But this does not mean that the Church
is wholly invisible. Those joined to Christ
in regeneration and faith give expression
to their new life. The good trees bring
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sian. This church is a very specific organization, with carefully formulated beliefs in
her confessional standards and with traditionally accepted modes of conduct which
have been formed under the influence of
the Word of God. Since Christ gathers
his Church and since he instructs the faithful to organize into churches onc would
naturally expect him to say something

about the standard which must be used in
admitting members into this organization.

The Criterion for Membership

forth good fruit. Faith demonstrates itself
in concrete actiolls of loving obedience to
the Word of God. One important way in
which these Christ-connected sinners show
obedience is by organizing themselves into
churches, local congregations. They elect
officebearers, adopt church constitutions
and church orders, formulate confessional
standards, engage in liturgical activities on
Sunday, exercise mutual discipline. and do
many other things. This is done, at least
it should be done, under the direction of
Christ. He is King of his Church. In his
Word he prescribes the basic lines of organization and institutional fWlctioning.
This church - note the lower case c - is
not diHerent from the Church. That aspect
of the Church which is visible on earth in
no way djffers from that aspect or part
which is invisible in heaven as to its constitutive principle. It is COrrect to say that
the local organization or congregation is
the Church organized locally. Within this
organization the new life receives nourishment and expresses itself. There is mutual
love and the practice of good works (Heb.
10:24). Believers in their several churches
encourage and comfort one another ( I
Thess. 5: 11) . Within this fellowship there
is mutual discipline (Matt. 18:17) . All this
and much more belongs to the life of the
visible organized Church, the local congregation. All is carried on in submission
to Christ the King.
Those whom Christ gathers by his Word
and Spirit come to this church for admis-
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Christ gives direction in the matter of
admission to his church. By means of his
Spirit and Word he makes the sinner a
member of his Church by regeneration.
And he also has laid out the road which
his diSciples mllst travel into the organized
church. In the book of Acts we find many
concrete examples of the road which ought
to be traveled.
Those who heard Peter's Pentecost sermon sought admission into a new fellowship. The apostle told them, "Repent, and
be baptized." After they "received his
word'" (Acts 2:41) they were admitted and
rechivcd the rite of baptism. Simon the
sorcerer believed and was baptized (Acts
8:13). Th e Ethiopian eunuch, having read
the Scriptures, having heard Philip's preaching, believed and was baptized (Acts 8:
30ff). Cornelius and the others who had
heard Peter preach received the Holy Spirit
and demonstrated this new life as they
spoke with tongues and magnified God
(Acts 10:46) . Then they were baptized at
the command of Peter. Lydia gave heed
to Paul's preaching as the Lord opened
her heart ( Acts 16: 14 ) and she was baptized. The Philippian jailer believed Paul's
message, cared for his former prisoners,
and rejoiccd great1y as his new born faith
registered itself in action (Acts 16:33££.).
All these sinners had faith in Jesus
Christ. All of them gave concrete evidence
of their new life and faith in terms of appropriate confession and conduct. The
eunuc1'1. searched the Scriptures, asked
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questions, and urgently requested baptism. gate different beliefs. In genuine concern
Cornelius prayed, obeyed Christ's message, for the will of Christ he wants to know the
sent for the preacher, accepted the message "whys and wherefores" of this perplexing
proclaimed, and magnified God. Lydia situation. His self-respect as an intelligent
diJigently went to pray, worshipped God, human being demands this and his obeand heeded Paul's preaching. The jailer dience to God's revealed will requires such
listened, repented of his former cruelties, a concrete confession. As a Spirit-directed
washed Paul's wounds, fed his prisoners. inquirer he asks for a well marked road
Their regeneration and faith came to ex- illumined by the Word of GOO.
pression in meaningful and life-transformThis has been my experience as well as
ing confession. They bowed beneath the that of others with such inquirers. Those
scepter of Christ's royal authority. They seeking admission into the church were
allowed their confession and conduct to be far more patient, thorough. and persistent
shaped by the revealed Word of God.
than I was at first prepared to CA-pect. All
This meaningful confess ion registering of them felt that it was quite unfair to take
itself in a changed life was the criterion a short cut and ignore the implications of
for membership. This was the road they their profeSSion of Jesus Christ as Lord
all traveled. The heart of this confession and Saviour. They wanted to know what
was that Jesus was the Sent One, the Son they were dOing.
of Cod, the Lord. In concl usion it is clear
The church council ought to insist upon
that a meaningful and consistent profes- a concrete confession. They are officesion of faith in Jesus Christ and of obe- bearers in a specific confessional institution.
dience /' 0 him as Lord is the standard for They believe in their right of existence as
admission into th e visible orgmlization of a specific ecclesiastical organization. They
the Church of Jesus Christ. This profes- registered this belief when they Signed the
sion carries within itself extensive implica- form ula of subscription. They are cimtions for what one believes and for what science bound to do everything within the
one does, for faith and conduct. This brings range of their abilities and opportunities
us face to face with a fur ther essential to vi talize their Reformed tradition both
factor.
for themselves and for those who come to
them from without. If their profession of
Confession must be Concrete
the Reformed faith is more than a historical
A meaningful and consistent profession accident, more than a pious relic and other
of fai th and obedience is never made in a than traditional lore, these men will work
vacuum. It is made in a very specific his- patiently with the inquirer until he can
torical situation and for the purpose of ell- articulate a concrete confession of faith.
tering the fellowship of a very specific
This means that many who sit in the
ecclesiastical institution. In this discussion seats of church councils will have to do
the inquirer desires admission into a Re- much more reading and studying than they
formed church group. Before his admis- are doing now. In their meetings they win
sion is made a fact both the inquirer and have to do vastly more signi6cant things
the chw-ch council demand a meaningful, than argue sixty minutes whether they.
concretely intelligible profession.
should paint the church linterior pastel
The Spirit-born inquirer demands this. green or rose. These men must discipline
He wants to know tile angles. He wants themse1ves so that they know what they
to l. .n ow why he is traveli ng the road which believe in terms of Scriptural knowledge
leads to a Reform ed church in distinction and confessional commitment rather than
from other churches. In his community in terms of pious cliches. As the council
there arc other organizations which propa- members of Reformed churches apply the
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criterion of a meaningful profession of faith
they will be reassessing constantly their
own beliefs in terms of God's revelation.
Such believing reassessment will involve
everyone in the constant purifying process
of self reformation. Such diligent office·
bearers will learn to confess their church
loyalty in terms of appropriate tears and
joy. No one would care to deny the urgency
of such action.
Just how much or how little must be intelligently confessed can only b e deter·
mined in the concrete situation. The length
of the road varies. Factors such as native
ability, spiritual attitude, religious back·
ground, age, and other equally important
factors will modify the length of the road.
Th ere are no cut and dried formulae which
can be applied with ease to each and every
case. As both the council and the inquirer
work under obligation to Jesus Christ the
King of the Ch urch, the exact length of
the road will soon become apparent. As
the inquirer enters the church his confes·
sion will be concrete.
Confession and Conduct
A meaningfully concrete confession demonstrates itself in appropriate conduct.
For this reason the liturgical formulary for
Public Profession of Faith asks this ques·
tion: "Do you declare that you love the
Lord, and that it is your heartfelt desire to
serve him according to his word, to forsake
the world, to mortify your old nature, and
to lead a godly life?" To this question every
inquirer must answer unambiguously and
unreservedly, '1 do."
In determining the specific fonn which
a godly life assumes, every church council
must do two things. On the one hand it
possesses the right to insist that the in·
quirer break with such forms of conduct
which obViously conflict with the specific
teaching of SCripture. What counts at this
point is the inquirer's desire to implement
his love of Christ in the way of genuine
ob edience. Obviously an inquirer's sensi·
tivity to the sinfulness of various forms of
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conduct will not be as keen as that of a
spiritually mature Christian. H ere again
the council must make its decision as to the
credibility of a p erson's confession in the
specific situation. During the course of
diligent, not n ecessarily protracted, pastoral
counselling it becomes apparent whether
or not the inquirer displays such a desire
for genuine obedience.
On the other hand the council may not
attempt to take God's place and judge the
heart. It may and must test the inquirer's
conduct by the one standard of God's
Word, and not b y the secondary author·
ities of experience and reason. It may never
go beyond SCripture and compile a list of
specific actions, in themselves indiHerent,
which it judges to be injurious to a goclly
life, and exalt these regulations as stand·
ards for admission. At times church coun·
cils take to themselves the right to lord it
over men's consciences. This takes place
when a council insists that standards for
admission must include such regulations as
no smoking, no drinking, no theater attend·
ance, etc. Such legislation by a church
council is unquali£edly wrong because
it denies the church's ministerial author·
ity, depreciates the suffiCiency of Holy
Scripture, and takes God's place in attempting to judge the heart. In the light of
what has taken place in CCltain isolated
instances in various church councils by
action of elders whose zeal exceeded
knowledge, this matter deserves serious
consideration. Let us b e as fearful of im·
proving on Scripture as we are of diluting
Scripture.
In Conclusion
This whole matter needs further discus·
sian. What I have mentioned briefly arc
only the obvious principles which are an
too often neglected in practice. As the
discussion continues we must become more
specific. We must assess certai n practices
in the light of these principles. It is grati·
fying to see this taking place in the matters
(Co..ti.. ud 0 " i>lJge 26)
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A Free University in Canada ?

ASSOCIATION FOR REFORMED
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
A REPORT

ATURDAY, JUNE 16, may have been a requires that he oppose this evil. In order
day of minor significance for many. that he may do this, he must have a close
However, not so for the some forty men, contact with God through his Word and
from various sections of Canada and of a life of prayer. However, the Christian
various Reformed denominations who made will also need knowledge in order to comtheir way to the Annette Street Christian bat the falseh ood of Satan. This necesHeformed Church in Toronto. This day sitates advanced scientific study in every
will be remembered by them and others, sphere of life. This is a must, not primarily
for then and there the first meeting was to preserve oneself, but for the honor of
held of the Association for Heformed (Cal- the King and the service of the neighbor.
vinistic ) Scientific Studies.
On the part of the Christian this will
Under the provisional chairmanship of call for humility  but also courage. HeMr. Peter Speelman, the meeting was called formed men and women must be willing
to order and opened with song, Scripture to deny themselves and live by faith. And
reading and prayer. In his opening words then, then only will they succeed in the
the chairman gave a short resum e of the establishment of a Heformed college (or
preparatory and planning activity of a small colleges as the need may appear ) and a.
group of men leading up to the meeting Reformed university. "If God be for us,
and agenda of the day.
who shall be against us?" SOLI DEO GLOThen followed the address of the provi- mAo
sional chairman, "Om de Koning en de
Mtel' this inspiring address and some
Naaste" ( For the King and the Neighbor ), discussion, the Association for Reformed
in which the spe.'lker cle.'lriy demonstrated (Ca lvinistic) Scientific Studies became a
the need of a distinctively Reformed wit- reality. A motion was made by the Rev.
ness in the Canadian and American world, R. WiJdschut in conjunction with the planand more particularly in our Heform cd ning committee which read as follows:
community. We are living in an age of "That under the guidance of God, an assecularization with all its counterparts of socia tion for Heformed (Calvinistic) scienhumanism, socialism, communism and ma(Collt,""ed Oil pAge 16)
terialism. The speaker emphasized the
craftiness of Satan and of his determination
We herewith pr esen t a report which may
l) f OVe to be of great sig nificance. These
to destroy the Kingdom of God. And his
de termined and dedica ted brethren are determethod at present seems to be to conmined to fight the secularism of o ur western
cult ure, in obedience to our sover eign Lord
centrate on destruction from within rather
and King and hi s cult ural mandate. Let no
than from without the Christian Church.
one despise the day of small beginnings.
The Free Uni ve rsi ty of Amsterdam began
This expresses itself in a partial negation
wi th t hree professors a nd fi ve st ude nt s. M ay
of God's law and of the principles laid
God graciously bless these bre thren in thei r
and consecrated endeavor.
high
down in God's Word.
Editors.
For the Christian the commission of God

S
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"D

ID LUTHER hatch the egg which
Erasmus laid?" This question is
an old favorite of history examiners w ho
in school and college endeavor to confront
theu students with the necessity of relating
the Renaissance and the Reformation. The
q uestion, however, is not exactly objective
for it impJies that the Reformation was
nothing more than an extension of the
Renaissance, that Luther was indeed the
foster-father of Erasmus' chick. Those who
hold this opinion point to the latter's In
Praise of Folly, lampooning the church, as
one of the best indications that he had
already laid the groundwork for the Reformation. All that the Renaissance needed
was "to get religion," and the Reformation
would be on the way.

That this is a rather common approach
can be seen in many current b ooks dealing
with this period. A good example is t he
Viking Portable A Renaissa nce Reader, in
which the Reformation writers are presented as part of the Renaissance scene.
In like manner much of the sixteenth century Protestant political writing and art
are taken as being fundamentally Renaissance in spirit and outlook.
If onc is to agree with this point of view
he must then admit that the tru e genius
of Protestantism is humanistic rationalism,
that Protestantism is funda men tally the
product of man's own spirit. Many who
label themselves Protestants would perhaps accept this assumption , while it would
undoubtedly find unanimous support in
Roman Catholic circlcs. It would seem
important, therefore, for Protestants to sec
if this is the case. Was the Rcfonnation
merely a baptized Renaissance, or was
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th ere a fundamental diHerence between
the two? Only when one grasps the answer
to this question can he apprcciate what
should be thc true Protestant position in
our twentieth century world.
In one thing, there is little doubt, both
the Renaissance and Reformation were in
agreement . They both disli ked the Middle
Ages, particularly the rather dry and arid
mental gymnastics of the late scholastic
thinkers. They both felt that the medieval
philosophers had become so separated from
life that they had actual1y little to say to
the livi ng world.
Yet the Renaissance, for all its antipathy
to dryasdust scholasticism, was still
strongly impregnated with mcdieval views
and attitudes. This was only natural since
the early Renaissance thinkers, such as
Petrarch, Giotto, Boccaccio, had come out
of a medieval environment which was
never (''Ompletely repu(liated. Indeed, their
continual lip service, if it is nothing more,
to the doctrines and practices of the Roman
Church indicates that they never ceased
to be strongly influenced by the Middle
Ages.
The humanists' close link with the
thought of the preceding five centuries
comes out most clearly in the continued
Renaissance emphasis upon the two poles
of nature and grace. Thomas Aquinas had
held that although by reason man could
truly know things mundaoee, on ly by revelation could he grasp the meaning of those
truths which were heavenly. Although accepting this medieval dichotomy of r eality,
the Renaissance reversed the order of importance, making &rrace and revelation secondary and placing their great emphasis
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upon the fuIl life here and now, whose only
foundation was nature and reason.
The Renaissance "nature," however, was
not the same as that of the twentieth century. The highest form of nature, its very
pinnacle, was man, who was a '1ittle
world," or microcosm, of the universe.
Nature in its broadest sense, therefore, was
important only as a background for human
activity. Petrarch, looking from Mount
Ventoux, recalled to mind his duties and
sins, Pico de Ia l\Hrandolla praised man as
the heart of crea tion, and Descartes made
his own existence the starting point of a
scientific system of philosophy. This was
Renaissance humanism.
Yet, while such humanism was common,
it was not applied to the "common" maD.
Man in the mass was regarded with some
d islike and distrust. Only the individuals
who made up the elite wore of any real
importance. The "genius" or "virtuoso" displayed his abilities to an astonished world,
made history, and ruled the destinies of
the nations. He ''bestrode the world like a
colossus," while lesser men sought their
graves about his feet. To this point of
view Castiglione's Courtier, Machiavelli's
Prince, and the Spanish picaresque novels,
such as DOll Guztlum de Alfarache, all
bear abundant witness.
The virtuoso appears as the man of great
artistic gifts and iron will who, stridlng
throu gh the world as an amoral superman,
achieves his own rationally devised objectives. Although a Machiavelli or a
Benvenuto Cellini or a Cesare Borgia all
conformed to the external requirements of
the medieva l church ceremonies, they
governed their lives not by any of its moral
precepts but only by what they considerefl
to be their own needs and wishes. Even
the gentle Erasmus felt that in the fin,l l
analysis man's will and self·determination
were absolute. The individua l genius, sovereign in his own rights, was th e model and
ultima te objective of the Renaissance
thi nker.
This was new wine in old bottles. Cocl
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"rn t1le present hour we have to make
a decision much the same as that
which confronted the sixteenth century Reformers ...Upon the contemporary church's answer to these questions depends not only its own, but
perhaps also the western world's
future."
was scldom deni ed or rejected. Rather he
was regarded as irrelevant except in cases
of sickness or death. The important thing
was th e knowledge of the ancient classics
of art and literature, that on them man
might model not only his liFe, but, what
was even more important, his oratorical,
artistic and literary styles. It was only
when this was achieved that the genius
could really show himself to be a true
man of the world.
The conseq uence of such an outlook
shows itself in the era's economic, poli tical
and social history. It was a ti me of merchant princes, tyrants and despots alongside the numerous depressed lower classes.
T he Renaissance mean t for the upper
classes, elegance, heauty and refinement,
but at the same time for the "common"
man freq uently oppression, exploitation and
misery.
\OVhcn one turns to the Reformation, he
find s a diHerent state of affairs. In on e
sense the Reformation was much morc
depressing, for it began with a deep sense
of sin. Long before the sixteenth century
appeared on the scene, men had been turning away from the medieval church's teachings to the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testament in order to find a word of forgiveness through Jesus Christ. Luther only
fired the fus e already laid. As a result of
the ensuing explosion men returned to the
New Testament doctrine of Cod's sovereignty, whieh destroyed the authority of
both the medieval chu rch and the virtuosity of the genius.
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Of a kind different from that of the
Renaissance, there now appeared a new
individualism. It was new in that it applied to all men equally, for all equaUy
stood in the need of grace. Moreover, it
was a moral individualism which stood under the judgment and love of God, so
that man was faced with the responsibility
of serving God in Hfe's every task no matter how apparently unimportant or insignificant. Economics, politics, society, art and
science were all to be brought under the
divine nile, that thcy might manifest the
glory, not of the genius, nor even of the
church, but of the sovereign God.
This new attitude brought with it also
a changed outlook on nature. In the writings of Jerome Zanchius, one of Calvin's
disciples, there is the deep consciousness
that nature, an of it, is God's creation and
possession. The true knowledge of nature,
therefore, presupposes the true knowledge
of God through faith in Jesus Christ. Only
the believer can see nature in its proper
setting, the setting of the will and glory of
God. He alone truly understands how this .
nature and its fruits are to be employed in God's service.
The practical consequences of such an
interpretation of life upon this planet had
certain concrete results. While at its center
lay
insistence upon Christian faith,
there was the conviction that all things had
to be for the glory of God. The effect of
this interpretation upon science, politics,
society and art was very great. Space forbids an attempt to show the results in dctail. One may, however, see something of
the Reformation's influence by comparing
the countries in which it predominated
with those which remained under the medieval-renaissance philosophy of life. The
resulting differences endure down to the
present time, demonstrating cl early the important historic role of the Protestant Reform ers.
One cannot adopt the attitude, however,
that the Renaissance and the Reformation
were phenomena which came into existence

an
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in separate, water-tight compartments. Although there was a deep and abiding difference between them, they exercised upon
each other strong influences. The Renaissance in particuJar. since it reached its
height some fifty years before Luther's
attack on indulgences, helped to prepare
the way for the religiOUS revolution which
was to follow.
For one thing, the Renaissance helped
to undermine the medieval church's foundations. Not only did its incipient paganism help to cause an ecclesiastical deterioration, but the literary and historical studies
of such people as Lorenzo Valla by disproving many .{If the historical claims of
the papacy and of the churcll brought it
into disrepute, thus destroying some of its
prestige. Likewise, by establishing canons
of scholarship, and by emphasizing the individual's freedom, it laid a foundation for
the work of Luther. Calvin, Knox, Cranmer
and the others. Yet with all this, as can be
seen in the debate between Luther and
Erasmus over the bondage of the human
will, it was not really sympathetic to the
Reformation .
The Reformation, because of its fundamental disagreement with the Renaissance,
did not accept without question its inheritance, but molded it to suit its own
purposes. With a fundamentally different
approach it gave such terms as "nature,"
«the individual," and "scholarship" a new
content. Consequently even when apparently adopting much of the Renaissance's
knowledge and philosophy, it was in truth
really adapting and changing it to suit its
own needs and objectives,
The outcome of this was that, while
there were at times seeming similarities, an
apparent crossing of the border line between the two movements, their actual
differences were always very great. In
fact, at times they were even in violent
confliet with each other, for one was a
man-centered and thc other a God-centered
system of thought. Although most of the
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A sad American Story

LIBERTY UNDER LAW?
REIN LEESTMA

T

HE TAFT-HARTLEY labor law which
presently controls most of the labor relations in our nation contains within it the
fonowing declaration: "It shall be an unfair
labor practice for a labor organization or
its agents to engage in , or to induce or encourage the employees of any employer
to engage in a strike or a concerted refusal
in the course of their employment to use,
manufacture, process, transport, or otherwise handle or work on any goods, articles,
materials, or commodities or to perform
any services, where an object thereof is: A.
forCing or requiring any employee or self
employed person to join any labor or employer organization or any employer or
othcr person to cease using, selling, handling, transporting, or otherwise dealing in
the products of any other producer, processor, or manufacturer, or to cease doing business with any other person. B. forCing or
requiring any other employer to recognize
or bargain with a labor organiZ<'ltion as the
representative of his employees unless such
labor organization has been certified as
the representative of such employees . . .
C. forcing or requiring any employer to
recognize or bargain with a particular labor
organization as the representative of his
employees if another labor organiZ<'ltion has
been certified as the representative of such
employees ..."
Against the background of this national
labor law it is interesting to consider the
case of company B, a corporation engaged
in building and construction in one of our
midwestern cities. Here is a company
whose employees were members of a Christian labor organization which was recognized by the National Labor Relations
Board as a qualified bargaining agent for
its members. A1though this Christian labor
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organization was recognized by the national agencies concerned with their authorization yet it became apparent after a
sJlort time that other national labor organizations were not so tolerant. The
American Federation of Labor, into whose
province the buildin g trades generally fall,
began very early to exert pressure and influence on the company in question.
It must be said that at no time did the
A.F.L. organizers ever directly approach
the employees of the company. If they
had done this they would have been in
direct violation of the provisions of the
TaftHartley Jaw and therefore subject to
court action and perhaps even prosecution.
This would have been direct coercion of
cmployees who are members of another
certified labor organization.
If, however, direct coercion is prohibited
the desired result can still be obtained by
means of an indirect method. The effectiveness of this indirect method of coercion
was clearly illustrated in the struggle of
company B over against the organizing
machinery of the American Federation of
Labor.
Very early in the history of this particular
struggle the A.F.L. placed pickets around
the construction works of the company.
These pickets were not placed by the men
employed by the company itself for they
were members of a separate Christian labor
organization. Nor were the pickets placed
at the insistence of A.F.L. subcontractors,
for as the situation became more acute,
an A.F.L. subcontractor effected the withdrawal of the pickets under the threat of
obtaining a court order against them. The
only conclusion that can be drawn from
this fact is that these pickets were placed
by the order of the central A.F.L. organiz
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ing committee which had listed the company as its next objective.
According to the Jetter of the law such
pickets are considered to be peaceful
pickets and therefore at hberty to continue
their operations. A situation such as this
raises the question as to whether the definition of peaceful pickets according to the
present law is adequate to insure the

protection of the rights and freedoms
which are assured to us under the law
of the land.
Company B also attempted to obtain a
court injunction against these pickets. Their
first approach was to the state courts. Here
they were informed that all labor disputes
were subject to the provisions of the national labor laws and, therefore, the state
courts had no jurisdiction in the matter.
As a consequence they went next to the
federal courts but 11ere they were informed
that their dollar volume in interstate commerce was not sufficient to make them
qualify for a hearing in the federal court.
The consequence of all this is apparent.
Here is a company which seeks the assistance of the COurts of the land in the
matter of a labor dispute but finds that
they have no court to which they may appeal and consequently there is no law
which can be applied to protect their liberties and rights.
The problem at this point in the history
of this case was resolved when an A.F.L.
subconb"actor was successful in having the
pickets removed from the construction
work and the materials and goods could
again be brought into the project.
The relief thus obtained was only temporary. however. Company B was successful in obtaining a substantial contract which
carried a clause calling for a fin e of several
hundred dollars per day in the event that
the construction work was not finished by
a specified date. This contract stipulation
gave to the A.F.L. organizers the lever
which was necessary for the realization of
their aim. They determined at once so to
hamper the work of construction by means
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of their pickets that the building would
never be completed by the date specified.
No company can long exist if called upon
to pay fin es of several hundred dollars per
day for uncompleted contracts.
With this lever the A.F.L. organizers
once again approached the management of
compan y B. This time it was with an ultimatum  join our organization as a company> or else.  Forcing the company to
recognize thc A.F.L. would automatically
require aU its employces to sever their
relation with their present bargaining
agent and join the A.F.L. The A.F.L. organizers did not approach the employees
directly but it can hardly be denied that
an indirect coercion was being exercised
which affected the employees in a very
direct way.
In the light of this ultimatum company
B was forced to enter into conference with
A.F.L. organizers. Here the status of their
employees was of fu ndamental concern.
The A.F.L. organizers insisted upon an
A.F.L. union shop which would not alJow
for employees wIlD were members of some
other labor organization. It was declared
without qualification that by a specified
date all employees would be required to
affiliate with the A.F.L. or else Jose their
right to work for company B.
It was pointed out to the A.F.L. orga nizers that less than 2 ~ of the employees
would in any way favor such affiliation
and that 98$ were in greater or lesser degree opposed to it. l11is fact was of no
particular conccrn to the A.F.L. representatives.
As a consequence of this coercive action
by the A.F.L. in relation to the company
the time soon came that several hundred
men lost their right of freedom of choice
and against their \vishes were forced to
affiliate with the A.F.L. in order to keep
their right to work.
This example of present A.F.L. organizing tactics raises the qucstion whether
there is still liberty and, if so, under what
law?
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FRED H. KLOOSTER
The Reformed Review
During the past eight years the faculty
of Western Seminary at Holland, Michigan,
]la5 issued a small quarterly bulletin. With
the opening of a fine new seminary buHdiog, the faculty decided "to signalize this
happy event" by improving their periodical.
Since last October The 'Western Seminary
Bulletill has appeared in a new format under the new name The Reformed Review,
with the subtitle Quarterly /ourfl(ll of the
'W estern Th eological SemiTUlry. The major
part of the journal contains scholarly addresses and articles. There is also a section
for the review of recent books while a few

pages arc devoted to campus events and
alumni news.

The faculty is to be congratulated on
this new venture which is a public d emonstration of the fact that a new building is
but a me.1.ns to an end. Everyone desiring
to know «what they are thinking" within
the Reformed Church in America will do
well to read this journal regularly. In an
opening editorial Lester J. Kuyper, pro·
fessor of Old Testament at the seminary,
writes:
"Ve have fittingly placed "Reformed" ill our
na me, for we are pleased to be a part of the
great Reformed QlUrch of Christendom.
And we want to join with many othe rs ill
building on the fundamental principles un·
dergirding the Refo rmed faith. We believe,
however, that the Reformed fait h is not
static. This is evident in the revival of
Reformed theology during the past decades.
New issues are being raised by eal'ncst SdlOl·
the
ars, new condition s are confrti~
Christian world, imd a growing eCUlllenlsm is
found among both the Reformed churches
and the churches at large. Honest and for t h·
right studcnts clearly see that 110 one stat ement can claim to be the only legitimate
declaration of the Reformed faith
To
be sure, the cardinal principles which we all
embrace such as thc sovereignt y of God, thc
au thority of the Scriptu res and the deity of
Jesus Christ are still hasle. However, exg~
tical studies of the Scriptures together with
a vit al crit ici sm of thought patterns have
brought about a dear and biblical undrr
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stan.ding of our Reformed faith. We need
to participate in and be benefited by these
new yet old insights of the faith.

Bird's Eye View
The June issue of Tlw Reformed Review
(see above) completes the first year of the
new journal's existence. A survey of some
of the main articles gives one an idea of
"what they are thinking," Not every article
merits the name "Reformed." Some articles
have been contributed b y guest lecturers
present during the d edicatory year. Others
are the special Jectures delivered b y the
faculty members as part of the celebrations.
There are also articles contributed by ministers of the denomination as well as stud ents.
The October 1955 issue contains an ar·
tide on "The Way and the Task of Refonned Churches" by the late H. Obendiek
of Gennany. A student contributes a
worthy paper comparing the H eidelberg
Catechism with the Westminster Confes·
sian. The January 1956 issue contains an
article b y G. Ernest Wright, a guest lecturer, on «The Knowledge of God." John
Hessclink writes of his encounter in Japan
with Emil BrlUlner. A few brief remarks
of Brunner himself are appended to the
article. Eugene Heidema writes on "The
Omfession of the Fathers." Bruce M.
Metzger begins the ApriJ number with hislecture on "The Miracles of Jesus Christ
as a Mode of Teaching." The major part of
the April issue is devoted to a symposium
on education which is commented on be·
low. The June issue which coincides with
the close of the seminary's dedicatory year
contains a brief history of the semi nary together with the six faculty lectures deliv·
ered during the course of the year.
This survey of the contents for the year
i.ndicates the variety of subject matter as
well as emphasis. The book review section
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is also comprehensive in its scope and wen
worth study.
Education - Public or Christian?
The conviction of the necessity of Christian schools has never been strong in the
Reformed Church of America. But it is
receiving renewed discussion today. The
April issue (1956) of The Reformed Review contains a symposium on this ques tion which the editors can «a perplexing
issue to a number of Reformed folk." Four
ministers of the denomin ation present a
cross section of what the Reformed Church
of America is thinking on this subject.
The ed itors introduce the discussion b y
saying, "In keeping with the policy of our
quarterly this d iscussion is carried on within the fram ework of Reformed Theology
with the Scripture as fin al authority." It
must be noted , however, that Rev. J. Baa!
and Rev. A. De Young have done this most
conSistently in their strong pleas for the
Christian school.
Rev. Isaac C. Rottenberg of High Bridge,
New Jersey has a somewhat neo-orthodox
approach. Rejectin g the claim that education is exclUSively a parental responsibility
and rejecting also the Significance of the
antithesis or of baptismal vows for this
subject, he plea.ds for what he cans "a more
prophetic approach to the problem of education." To this minister «the terms 'christian,' 'public' and 'school' indicate such
various spheres as the Church, the State,
and education; they point to the realms of
revelation, the nation, and culture." This
approach makes a discussion of the real
issues impossible. The terms 'christian:
'Church', and 'revelation' are related to one
realm and the only problem becomes one
of the interrelation with other realms. But
the Reformed view has always been one
in which the Word of God is considered
normative for the whole of life and is not
relegated simply to one sphere. Although
the author shows a serious concern for the
spiritual issues of the nation and its culture,
his so·called "prophetic approach" is no
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solution. To him the Christian school is
an isolationistic retreat into a "'ghetto culture," i.e. the Christian's withdrawing of
himself from the cultural life of the nation.
The author does allow that under certain
circum stances it may be necessary to have
a Christian school, but then not because of
the principle of the antithesis but because
of the prophetic task of the Church.
Rev. Henry J. Ten Clay of Grandville,
Michigan , also supports the c1aim that
a Christian should be educated in the
public school. Ten Clay's main argument
is that t11e Christian should be educated in
the public school in order that he, the
Christian p upil, may witness there. "Where
such godlessness prevails, and where it is
so hopeless of letting any Christian in8uence be felt" he admits that a private or
parochial school may be necessary.
Ten Clay conceives of three elements
in education - intellectual development,
phychological development, and the devel·
opment of spiritual qualities. To him, the
intellectual devcJopment will be the same
regardless of the type of school. He feels
that the best psychological development
however, will come in the public school
because there the child will learn at first
hand that thcre arc rad ical, national and
religiOUS diHerences. He will see these, not
as problems, but as "one of We's common
issues" and hence will learn the "great
virtue of tolerance." The third clement,
development of spiritual qualities, is actually one which the p upil must himself
contribute to his ed ucation. "We must realize that inasmuch as religion is a spiritual
thing, a matter of the heart, primarily, it
can be as real for the individual child in
the public school as in the Christian
school ..." "Christ is in his heart, the Holy
Spirit is 11is guide, and he learns to live
and express his Christian faith and life in
the natural world order, from which not
one of us can escape."
The Christian influence in the public
school, according to Rev. Ten Clay, must
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"•.• _ not the means indicated by God"

Artificial Insemination
NICHOLAS J. MONSMA

T

HE PRACTI CE of artificial insemination may be app roached from various
angles. It has a medical or biological aspect.
Then again it raises legal q uestions, and
the act itself as well as the shltllS of the
child thus born must be co nsidered. III
addition there certainly is it religious or
ethica l side to the subject and one must
ask whether God approves or condemns
the act. However, I trust it will be unuerstood that the p resent writer, bci n ~ neither
a physician nor a lawyer, must restrict
himself to the religiOUS or ethical aspect
of the matter. The question to be answered
is, Does God approve of the practice of
m tificial insemination.

,

.

Interference with Nature
As I understand it artificia l insemination
is employed when married couples do not
become parents in the natural way of legitimate marriage relationship and when
tltis failure is caused b y a d eficiency, most
often, I think, in the husband. The husband appears to be sterile and cannot become a natural father. Now artificial
means are used to achieve p regnancy.
Some Christians would condemn the use
of these means for the Simple reason that
they are artificial and not natural. It
should be understood Ulat such an argument is not biblical. ,.ye not only may
interfere with the COurse of nature, but at
times we are supposed to do just that. Man
must subdue the earth or nature and exercise dominion over it ( Genesis 1:26-28;
Psalm 8 :6-8 ). Moreover, this is regularly
d one by God-fearing people without any
scruples. Christians irrigate or sprinkle
their fields or gardens in seasons of insufficient rain. They are injected with insulin
in cases of irregular digestion. Why should
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a sterile husband or wife not seek medical
aid for the removal of that d eficiency?
However, though we may and must at
times interfere with the course of nature,
not all means suggested and available for
such interference are for that reason legitimate. A patient suffering from the dread
disease of cancer may, with certain restrictions, petition God for relief in death, but
he may not commit suicide. Likewise,
chjl d less couples should p ray for the fulfil ment of their yearn ing for parenthood
and should, in line with their prayers, employ means which are legitimate and,
therefore, approved by God. They certainly should consult their physician. However, the question is whether they may resort to artificial insemination. This would
perhaps make conception and motherhood
possjble. Also, this appears to be at the
disposal of medical men and is said to be
gaining in popularity.
Distinction to be Made
I n answering this question it is highly
necessar y to make an important distinction. I have been informed that conception is sometimes mad e impossible b y a
physical defect in either the husband or
the wife. This defect may even have an
emotional basis. Medica l science seems to
be abl e in some such cases to overcome
the obstacle or to correct the defect and
to give aid in an artificial way, so that
conception resu1ts. However, in such instances the husband of the wife is invariably the donor - it is he who supplies to
his own wife; and the wife of the husband
is invariably the donee - it is she who receives from her own husband. I am not
acquainted with the medica.! methods used
in such cases, but assuming that these are
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legitimate, I feel that such medical aid received by childless couples is not reprehensible. In fact it appears to me that
they may employ such aid with thanksgiving and use it prayerfully.
However, when speaking of artificial insemination we regularly trunk of an altogether different situation. As a rule the
donee, the wife, receives from a donor, a
man who is not her husband, who is a
stranger to her and whose identity is supposed to be kept concealed for ever.
Though certain well-known and essentially
legitimate impulses are made inoperative
with artificial insemination , the fact remains that the wife receives from and conceives by a man tlot her husband, and likewise the man "donates" to a woman not
his wife. Are such acts on the part of the
dODee and of the donor ever legitimate?
That is to say, does God p ermit such acts?
Procreation Restricted
It need not be said that the expression
"artificia l insemination" is not found in
Scripture. Of course, that does not surprise
us. We could not expect anything else,
for the simple reason that at the time the
Spirit of God produced Scripture, medical
science was not developed and artificial
methods to produce conception were not
known. However, that certainly does not
me..'ln that Scripture is silent in regard to
this matter, with the result that its use is
left to man's choice and the act or method
must be considered an adiaphoron - an
indifferent matter. As Reform ed Christians we have always insisted that Scripture demands not only what is specifically
and explicitly stated in so man y words, but
also what must be deduced from its commandments, with the necessary conSeq uence. Jesus taught us this truth and illustrated it in his expositions of certain
commandments in the Sermon on the
Mount (Matthew 5-7).
I assume that no one will deny that
Scripture restricts the act of copulation or
sexual intercourse to couples legally mar-
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ned. Even the precipitation of this act by
young people, who arc engaged stands
condemned. Promiscuity and adultery are,
of course, forbidden and marked as heinous sins. These points need not be argued.
Now the q uestion is to be put, Must arti6cial insemination as described alxwe the donee and the donor not known to
each other and far less married to each
other - be c1assiSed as promiscuity or
adultery? All are agreed that if such
stran gers should bring about conception in
the rcgular way, that is to say, by actual
physical and carnal relation, adultery
would have been committed. What else
can be said? However, with artificial insemination direct physical contact is excluded and, I suppose, certain impulses
made inoperative. But does the exclusion
of such d irect physical contact and of such
impulses change the essence of the act?
Should we conclude that that which is certainly sinful when physical contact occurs,
is sinless and legitimate when phYSical
contact does not occur, though the effect
may be the same? In other words, Does
tl\e sin of adultery consist in mere physical contact?
It should, of course, be granted that the
physical contact here referred to is by no
means an innocent act and that such an
act transgresses the seventh commandment. No one ever commits this sin with
impunity, though contraceptive means are
used. Nevertheless, it should be understood that the essence of the sin of extramarital relationship is that the man and
the woman become "one £lesh." That union,
though physically possible outside of marriage, is permissible only in ma.rriage. Thus
hu man li fe is lifted high aoove that of the
brute. This was indicated when God instituted marriage in Paradise: "Thereforc
shall a man leave rus fa ther and his
mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and
they shall be one flesh" (C enesis 2:24). In
his wonderful grace God has maintained
this ordinance of creation, man's sin notWithstanding, so that Jesus appeals to it in
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Matthew 19:5. Moreover, this union actually occurs with adultery and harlotry,
as Paul asserts in I Corinthians 6: 15, 16:
"Know ye not that your bodies are members of Christ? shall I then take away the
members of Christ, and make them members of a harlot? Cod forbid. Or Jrnow ye
not that he that is joined to a harlot is one
body? for, The hvain, saith he, shall become one flesh." Now such a union, such
becoming "one flesh," occurs most certainly with artificial insemination. In fact
such a union and such becoming "one
flesh" is the one and only purpose of artificial insemination,

r
I

God's Covenant of Grace
The facts stated above should be sufficient to enable us to re.1lize that artiScial
insemination is reprehensible. However,
in addition the covenant of God's grace
must be considered. It too comes to US
with its demands and prohibitions. Of
course, all agree that the covenant has no
biological basis. It is Dot continued from
generation to generation because of mere
blood relationship. The Pharisees of Jesus'
day were absolutely wrong when they
sought to claim covcnant blessings upon
the ground that they were the physical
seed and descendants of Abraham. Nevertheless, the fact should not be neglected
that God in his sovereign grace and in
agreement with his own laws of nature
and of providence has seen fit to realize
his decree of election and, therefore, of his
covenan t, along the lines of generations.
God certainly does employ blood relationship, though happily not exclusively, for
the realization of his decree of election.
TIle fourth commandment already indi'cates that, as well as a host of other Scriptures. This should not surprise anyone.
Blood relationship and the organic unity
of the race are of God. "He made of ')ne
every nation of men . . ." (Acts 17:26).
Creation, providence and redemption are
all of the same God and Father. No wonder he employs the Srst and second for the
realization of the third - redemption.
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This covenant relationship to God claims
not only the believer's soul, but also his
body with all its organs and functions.
Says Paul in I Corinthians 6:13-20, "But
the body is not for fornication, but for the
Lord; and the Lord for the body ... Know
ye not that your bodies are members of
Christ? Shall I then take away the members of Christ and make them members of
a harlot? God forbid ... Flee fornication
. Or know ye not that your body is a
temple of the Holy Spirit which is in you?"
In II Corinthians 6 the apostle argues
along th e same line and asks the rhetorical
question, "... what portion hath a believer
with an unbeliever?'" For such reasons he
also insists that marriage shall occur "only
in the Lord" (I Corinhtians 7,39).
ConSidering things such as these, it
should surprise no one that God holds p~r 
ents responsible for their "seed." Death is
demanded for him who gives (in sacrifice)
hi s "seed" to Molech (Leviticus 18:21; 20:
1-5). Ezra condemns the Jews who al10wed
so-called mixed marriages, "so that the
holy seed have mingled themselves with
the peoples of the lands" (9: 2). The sexual act of believers is, therefore, to be reSned and sublimated by living in and according to the covenant of God. Artificial
insemination, therefore, violates the believer's covenant relation to God. 1'J lis
ho1ds for the woman as a donee as wel1 as
for the man as a donor. A woman may not
receive from any other man than her husband. She may not receive though the
other man should be a believer, how much
less if he be an unbeliever and, therefore,
outside of the covenant. T1le same holds
for the man. He may not give to any other
woman than his wife. He may not give
though the other woman should be a believer, how much less if she be an unbe~
liever and, therefore, outside the covenant.
Besides, the child born to the donee by
the method of artificial insemination is the
donor's as much as the donee's. God certainly also holds the donor responsible for
the training of his child. Of course, with
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artificial insemination, in which the donor's
identity is supposed to be kept concealed
from the donee, and possibly also the
donee's from the donor, he places himself
in the highly sinful position which prevents him from assuming the divinely assigned responsibility of training his child.
No one, and least of all a Christian, may
place himself in such a position.
Practical Considerations

Moreover, though there are testimonies
to the contrary, I feel tbat the use of artificial insemination may have very serious
repercussions. I know that conditions are
stipulated by attending physicians, such as
that both wife and husband must agree to
seek recourse to this artificial method, and
also that the donor should be selected with
care. Yet, all these precautions notwithstanding, these artificial and sinful methods are likely eventually to disrupt, or at
least interfere with, the relation between
husband and wife and destroy the famil y.
No one can sin with impunity.

sympathy with childless couples. Th e r~
are, I think, many childless "parents;'
childless "mothers" and "fathers." For
good reasons, but possibly not know n to,'}
them, God has kept the blessing of parenthood from them. Indeed, they rna)' usc aU
the legitimate means which God places at
their disposal to overcome t11is deficiency
in their married life, including adoptk.n.
However, artificial insemination is not the
means indicated by God.
THE PROBLEM ()IF ER.ASMUS· EGO
(Co "" Hou:d f.om />doc 10)

Renaissance thinkers would acknowledge
t110 existence of God, when it came right
down to ultimate issues their final authority was man and man's reason. The Re·
form ers alone clung tenaciously to the principal of "soli Dec glOria."
In western thought this conflict has continued down to the present time. The
medieval attempt to link together nature
and grace as two independent coordinate
areas of existence failed, so that men had
Suppose for a moment that at first both
to choose which partner would dominate.
husband and wife find their natrual cravEquality was impossible. During the past
ing for parenthood satisfied in the birth of
four centuries and a 11alf the battl e has
a child artificially begotten, does that
continued, with humanism gradually taking
guarantee their continued satisfacti onover even in the Protestant churches with
even if the chi ld should show some obnoxthe upstlIge of modernism. Thus, even toious traits of character as he develops?
day we are faced with the same con8ict
Again, suppose that the wife is satisfied,
which beset our forefathers.
since the child is her very own as much as
In the present hour, therefore, we have
it could ever bc biolOgically, what about
the husband? Will he feel himself neg- to make a decision much the same as that
lected, and is there not a danger that he which confronted the sixteenth century
may develop serious mental complexes? Reformers. Will we accept the judgments
May his sterility, which the wife was ap- of rationalistic humanism as the basis of
parently not able to accept in J ov~,
not our faith; or wiII we hold to tIle historic,
produce a sense of inferiority in him? I supernaturalistic, biblical position? Upon
am not stating that artificial insemination the contemporary church's answer to these
is bound to have such deplorable resulb questions depends not only its own, but
in all cases, but the danger \vith some perhaps also the western world's future.
types of personalities should not be mled
out, even though both parties agree to re·
sort to the artificial method,
HAVE YOU RENEWED
As I write these things I certainly would
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION?
not create the impression that I have no
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Letters to the Editors

IS EVOLUTION A DOGMA
OR A LAW OF LIFE?
Berkhout Challenges
T o the Editors of "torch and trumpet" :

Gentlemen:
I read with interest the articles of the
Rev. Philip E. Hughes, in several issues of
the lorch and trttmpet, on "Evolutionary
Dogma and Christian Theology." Now
that they are completed may I, as one of
your readers, reHect upon them? Thank
you for the space.
The tidal wave of evolutionary thinking
that began to engulf the world a century
ago Gnally seems to be lapping the shores
of the more isolated orthodox Christian
communities. It is no wonder that the
leaders in those areas have become thoroughly aroused and call out to every Christian to man the dikes and to throw everything imaginable into the breech. According to the Rev. ~ ' Ir. Hughes we can even
make use of the "Hymn to Man" of Swinburne. It is even permissible to attribute
the whole humanistic movement to evolution, just as though there was none before.
But if we use tllat type of argumentation,
the unbeliever has just as much right,
mutatis mutandis, to claim that scores of
religiOUS sects of today including even
Jehovah's Witnesses and the most rabid
Fundamentalists with the wildest vagaries,
are typical representatives of the Christian
religion.
Hev. Hughes throughout his discourse
uses the theological method. The very ter_
minology of the heading "Evolutionary
Dogma" betrays that. My main criticism
is that the writer argues around the s ub ~
ject. He 6rst sets his theological guns in
battle array and then begins to blast at
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evolution. But when the esteemed writer
fi nally gets near the core of the argument,
the scientific or biological aspect, little is
said. And evolution is primarily a biological problem. But then, the biological
things are foolishness to the unbiological
mind because they are biologically discerned. The method of the theologian is
primarily a priori, that of the biologist almost exclusively (l posteriori. The Rev. Mr.
Hughes first decides that evolution is all
wrong according to his method of reasoning and then he scts out to prove it. It
makes onc think of the scholastic reason~
ing of the monks who refused to believe
Galileo's statement that there were spots
in the sun because Aristotle had said, "the
face of the sun is immaculate." We should
not use the Dible and theology as magicians' wands to settle all difficulties.
Suppose the Bible taught us nothing but
the sovereignty of God. Anyone who expressed his belief in the responsibility of
man would be called a heretic. Perhaps
Mr. Hughes would then combat the '1mman-responsibility dogma" in the same
way he now fights evolution. But si.nce
both views are in the Bible we cannot do
that very well. So we accept both in faith.
Now, when the Bible of Nature teaches us
one aspect about the origin of organic beings, including man, and the Holy Bible
another aspect, why must we immediately
discredit the one or the other? The pages
of both books are written by the almighty
hand of God! The idea that we can always
read Nature only tllrough Scripture is a
theological illusion.
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We do not have time and we doubt
whether the space could be granted us to
go into all the arguments of Mr. Hughes.
The ones we mention can be described
only briefly.
L Mr. Hughes makes much of the hu.manistic aspect of the evolution theory.
But is it really true that biologists make so
much of man? One of the main reasons
why some of my Christian friends shudder
at the possibility of man's anthropoid ancestry is that they think it degrades man.
It is true that the writer argues that some
humanistic writers glory in the fact that
man, who, they claim, started so low, has
risen to such great heights. But did they
need evolution to tell them that? Would
not the material progress man has made
suffice? On the other hand, we have had
many evolutionistic teachers in medicine
and biology, but we do not remember any
one who gloried in man. On the contrary,
we remember the words of the geologist
Dr. Case, of the University of Michigan,
who called man "the decadent remnant of
a passing race" - that of mam mals, These
teachers called man a temporary chemical
episode upon a celestial juvenile and cosmic dwarf. Scientists vie with Scripture
and theologian s in describing the insignificance of man.
2. Like so many other writers opposed
to evolution, Mr. Hughes mistakes the
survival of the fittest for the survival of
the strongest (t and t, Nov. 1955, p. 15 ) .
And then it and its corollary, the struggle
for life, are blamed for all the great ills of
the last century. Is that correct and scholarly reasoning? The amoeba, for example,
is the weakest of all organisms, and yet
it is the most 6.t to survive. In fact, if the,
in a certain sense, highly evolved human
race should blast itself out of existence, I
think that the amoeba would continue on
serenely, fit to survive. The mighty dinosaurs, mammoths and other strong animals
have disappeared. Incre.1.se in size and
strength may be signs of racial senescence.
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The' path of glory leads but to the grave.
Besides, were there not terrible wars before Darwin? What of the frightful Religious Wars of the time of the Reformation?
In Germany alone 20,000,000 people, twothirds of the nation, were murdered and
butchered during the Thirty Years' \Var.
And if Hitler committed unspeakable
crimes in the name of his misconceived
idea about das Hcrrcnvolk, what about
Coun t Moltke and others who boasted:
'War is an element of the worId-order in_
stituted by Cod in which the noblest virtues are developed, etc."?
Darwin discovered a law of life. ~vV e
should not blame him any more than we
blame Newton for discovering the law of
gravitation every time an applc bobs on
gravitation every time a falling apple
bounces on our heads.

f

3. The author suggests that evolution
cannot be true because the evolutionist has
to belicve in the theory of spontaneous
generation, which has proved to be untrue.
Do we as Clu-istians, upon the basis of
Scripture, not believe in sarno kind of spontaneous generation? Of course, we can say
that we believe that God was behind it all.
But do we have a monopoly on that? Suppose we had been present when God told
the water to teem with life and the earth
to bring forth living souls; for all practical
purposes, would not that have seemed like
spontaneous generation with a vengeance?
The Bible teaches us exactly that the organic came out of the inorganic. If "spontaneous generation" is unscientific then the
description in the Bible of what happened
at the dawn of the worId's history also
would be.

4. Rev. Hughes states that "Evolution
has ceased to operate in the realm of nature" (t. and t . Dec. 1955, p, 21). This is
a mere assumption. \ Ve do not believe that
there is a serious-minded biologist today
who does not beli eve that the blind animals, for example, in Mammoth Cave have
not evolved. Evolution and the survival
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of the fittest do not always stand for progress or the best. Fundamentally evolution
stands for variation and adaptation. This
we see going on everywhere. Read. for
example, the article in the Scientific Amer_
ican of July 1955 on "The Mutation of
Viruses." Genetics is also involved here.
These are only a few samples of the
thoughts that occurred to us as we read the
otherwise well-written articles of Rev.
Hughes. We wish to compliment him on
his sincerity. And we do not mind it at all
that he paints out the theological difficulties in regard to evolution. What we regret is that the theological argument is
used to confute the biological facts. It is
about time that we begin to shldy seriously
biology, human anatomy and embryology,
and anthropology. W e are a cenhlry or more
behind in these fields. What use is there
in interesting oneself in these if we decide
beforehand that they are wrong and of no
value? The less one knows about the universe the easier it is to explain! Why did
the monks have to look at the sun for spots
when they "'knew" beforehand that its fa ce
is immaculate? Where do you find among
the orthodox those who are first class authorities in the fields of science mentioned?
Unless we as Christians take more interest
in them we will soon be an additional hundred years behind the times.
Let us then study both the Bible of Nature and the Hol y Bible with equal fascination and zeal. And if we cannot come
to a solution at once let us wait patiently
and in fa ith, trusting that truth will be the
daughter of time.
Our faith in Scripture is unshaken. Nor
do we believe that evolution as such or
science as such is sacrosanct. It is truth
itself that is sacrosanct.
"Truth, crushed to earth, S111111 rise again,
The eternal years of God are hers;
But error, wounded, writhes ill paill,
And dies among his worshippers.""
- ';Yilliam Cullen Bryant
Yours Sincerely,
PETER

C.

BERKHOUT
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HUGHES REPLIES
AM GRATEFUL to the Editors of
for allowing me the
opportunity of reading and replying to
Dr. P. G. Berkhout's criticisms of my articles, and I have much pleasure in submitting the followin g observations:
1. Nowhere have I attempted "to attribute the whole humanistic movement to
evolution, just as though there was none
before." This is a quite fantastic interpretation of what I wrote. I am perfectly
weU aware, of course, that humanism is
marc ancient than evolutionism and, indeed, that it is very nearly as old as man
himself. Accordingl y, I took care to de·
scribe the humanism that was so integral
a component of evolutionistic philosophy
as "the new humanism," in distinction, that
is, from earlier types of humanism.
2. Dr. Berkhout asserts that I have
throughout used "the theolOgical method."
This is not so. 'What I have done is to
apply theological term inology to various
of the evolutionary tenets. This was an
appropriate procedure, both because the
popularizers of evolution expressed themselves in a manner which showed that they
had embraced it as their religion, and also
because it served to season what I had to
say with a little spice.
3. It is not my wish to dispute Dr.
Berkhout's dictum that "evolution is primaril y a biological problem;" for, had he but
noticed it, one of the major points of my
articles is just this, that evolution is and
remains a problem in the biological sphere,
quite apart from any philosophical and
theological questions which it may pose,
4. 1 ha\'e given ample evidence to demonstrate that, while the method of the
biologist may be a posteriori, his thinking
( where evolution is concerned) and his
conclusions are governed by a priori concepts. The con tradictory natwe of his approach is evident, however, when it is remembered that there could be no scientific
system or method were it not for the a
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priori assumption that facts are related to
each other - i.e., that there is coherence
in the natural realm. But the assurance of
this is to be found only in the Christian
( i.e. scriptural ) doctrine that all things
have been created by God and ordered by
him in accordance with his perfect will
and purpose. It is this ground alone, the
ground of the divine creative plan, that
makes scientific investigation possible and
meaningful. The world of the evolutionary
theorist, with its prin ciples of chance and
trial-and-error, offers a foundation of sand
to science.

which has now descended upon the evolutionary outlook. To glory in man is to
assert man's sufficiency and independence
of God, insignificant though man may realize himself to be. What we would like to
know is whether Dr. Berkhout's teachers
gloried in God.

8. I have not, as Dr. Berkhout declares,
mistaken the survival of the fittest for the
survival of the strongest. "Vhat I have done
is to show that this theory when applied to
warfare postulated the triumphing of the
strong over the weak. Nor do I, as Dr.
Berkhout extravagantly asserts, blame this
5. I suppose that when Dr. Berkhout theory and that of t1le struggle for life
says that "Mr. Hughes first decides that "for all the gre<'lt ills of the last century."
evolution is all wrong according to his I can only ask whether it is "correct and
method of reasoning and then he sets out scholarly" for Dr. Berkhout constantly to
to prove it," he in fact means that I nrst resort to the device of exaggeration and
decide that evolution is all wrong and distortion in order to discredit me. I might
then set out to prove it, which is to call ir with equal justification assert that he atquestion the candour of my approach. If tributes all the great blessings of past and
this is so, it is an imputation that I do not present to the serenely surviving amoeba!
hesitate to repudiate. If, however, he really Incidentally, is the evolutionary urge now
means what he says, then he means pre- so stagnant that, should our human race
cisely nothing: to decide that something blast itself out of existence, there is no
is wrong in accordance with a method of prospect of the humble but happy amoeba
reasonin g, albeit my own, is to prove it so evolving into higher forms and ultimately
( at least to my satisfaction ); and thus to to humanhood itself, and thus being faced
say that I then set out to prove it so is with the excitin g possibility of blasting itmeaningless, unless it is quaintly imagined self in turn out of existcnce?
that I thereupon set out to prove it by
9. Dr. Berkhollt's admonition that "the
somebody else's method of reasoning!
path of glory leads but to the grave"
6. Nowhere have I suggested that "we sounds perilously like pulpit oratory or
can always read Nature only through Scrip- theological platitude - hardly appropriate
ture," though, as a Christian, I would main- on the lips of a biologist! But, however
tain that man's ability to read nature rests that may be, it certainly underlines most
on the sCriptural ground of the consistency effectively the remarks I made on the volteof aU nature in accordance with the plan face which evolutionistic theorists have
of God's creation. In this case, then, the displayed.
"illusion" with which I am charged seems
10. It would be enlightening to h ow
to be Dr. Berkhout's, not mine.
wllat 'law of life" Danvin discovered. I
7. Of course scientists are aware of the am aware that he postulated the theory of
insignificance of man in the setting of the evolu tion, but it was a theory unsupported
universe, and in no place have I suggested by cxperimentation and unable to produce
the contrary. What Mr. Berkhout says evidence of the evolutionary force at work,
about his evolutionistic te..1.chers confirms and , as I have discovered through careful
fully what 1 wrote about the pessimism experimentation and observation by the
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geneticists, that all life comes from previous life of the same kind.

serves to strengthen the argument at this
point in my article. It is really astOnishing
that he fails to see this, for it sticks out a
mile! The doctrine of the survival of the
fittest, as propounded by him. amount.> to
nothing more than a vacuous argument in
a circle: those that survive are the fittest,
because they survive.

11. Dr. Berkhout's naive comments on
the subject of spontaneous generation are
at any rate diverting. The theory of spontaneous generation postulates the generation of life from lifeless matter spontaneously, i.e. apart from the influence of any
13. Dr. Berkhout's caution that 'Diologiexternal force. (I am sOITY that the giving
of so obvious a definition should have be- cal things are foolishness to the unbiologicome necessary). To introduce God as cal mind because they are biologically
the force behind the occurrence is to over- discerned," apart from its being in doubtthrow the nature of spontaneous genera- ful taste, must, if it is a truism, stultify his
tion, for it can then no longer be described whole debate with one whom he assumes,
as spontaneous. It would be an undoubted without any evidence (and therefore most
advantage if Dr. Berkhout learned to dis- unscientifically), to belong to the unhappy
tinguish between what in fact takes place category of the unbiologically minded. As
and what seems to take place. It was it happens, however, and unfortunately for
precisely because Hies seemed to uncritical him, I studied, and studied "seriously" ( his
observers last century to be engendered own qualification ) and intensively, <biolfrom decaying meat that they concluded ogy, human anatomy and embryology, and
that they were spontaneously generated. anthropology" for a period of four years at
So Dr. Berkhout supposes that creation university, and I too have enjoyed the privwould to a hypothetical observer "have ilege of having "many evolutionistic teachseemed like spontaneous generation with ers." Apparently, however, not to be an
a vengeance;" and apparently for him what evolutionist is to be a century or more beseems, is, with the result that he is satisfied hind the times. It might perhaps be as
that spontaneous generation is the cause of well if Dr. Berkhout pondered over the
the appearance of life - even to the extent fact that the passage of time has proved
of suggesting that both Genesis and Science that those who, during the last century,
teach that aquatic life was generated from opposed the evolutionary doctrine of inevwater and living souls from the earth! But itable progress were in fact a hundred
he must make up his mind what he wants: years ahead of their times.
he cannot have both God as Creator and
14. It is generous of Dr. Berkhout not
spontaneous generation.
to "mind it at all" that I point out the
"theological difficulties in regard to evolu12. In saying that "Evolution has ceased
tion." But it would have been far more
to operate in the realm of nature» I was
consoling to me had he given evidence of
not giving my own judgment (obviously,
having read my articles with more care
I should have thought, since I have made
and with a greater willingness to underit plain that I do not accept evolution as
stand what I had to say. It is by no means
a reality ) but that 01 Julian Huxley. as the
only theolOgical difficulties that I have
context makes perfectly clear. T herefore
pointed out. It is re!,rrettable to have to
it is not I, but H uxley, whom Dr. Berkhout
say that the perverse manner in which he
must accuse of making "a mere assumption"
has misrepresented what I have written
and of not being "a serious-minded biolowith ample clarity is hardly conducive to
gistl " Dr. Berkhout's warning that "Evoluan intelligent debate.
tion and the survival of the fittest do not
PHILIP E. HUGHES
always stand for progress or the best" only
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UNE 5-8 were busy d ays on the Campus
of Calvin College. Some 229 ministers

registered for the annual Institute. The

alertness of many consistories in encourag-

ing their pastors to attend helped to pack
th e lecture hall. An ambitious program
had been arranged b y an enterprising committee under the spirited leadership of
Rev. J. Hasper, pastor of the Seymour
Christian Reformed Church. Scholarly

lectures sti mulated vigorous discussion in
both the lecture hall and over the coffee
cups in the Commons building. 111cre was
action and reaction. The church's leaders
appeared alive to their task.
A roster of able scholars opened up new

horizons. Dr. H. N. Ridderbos, Professor
of New Testament studies at the Reformed
Theological Seminary in Kampen, Netherlands, unlocked the meaning of the Kingdom of God as expressed in the Gospels
and Pauline epist1es. Professor E . Clowney
of Westmin ster Theological Seminary gave
fresh meanin g: to Biblical theology in relation to the preaching of the gospel. Dr.
J. Luchies, associate pastor in the Wheaton
Christian Reformed Church, and Professor
at Wheaton College, opened up new perspectives for a biblical appraisal of the
church's ecumenical task. Rev. H . J. Kuiper
moderated a panel discussion which tried
to d elineate clearly the church's role in
ecumenical activity. Dr. De Beer, Professor of Education at Calvin College, spoke
about new methods to be used in catechetical instruction. Dr. J. Bratt, Professor of
Bible at Calvin, gave a d etailed analysis
and appraisal of such ecumenical movements as the World Council of Churches,
the International Council of Christian
Churches, and the National Association of
Evangelicals. The diet was heavy but not
indi gesti ble. The activity of four days was
wearying but never boring. The d iscussion
was spirited and diverse but never provin-
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cially bigoted or con fessionally indiHerent.
The church ought to reap some good
fruit from this I nstitute. Each one of her
ministers can not help but return to his
congregation wi th new enthusiasm channeled by broader und erstanding of his message and task as a herald in the Church of
Jesus Chl·ist. Judging by the long sustained
applause which was given to the young
professor from Westm inster the ministers
will want to spend some long and fruitful
hours constructing their sermons by trying
to ascertain the broad theological and
historical perspectives in which their texts
occur.
If the ministers are to reap lasting beneflt from this institute, some consistories
and congregations will have to disabuse
themselves of a notion they carry around.
Some act as if the t ime spent b y ministers
in their studies is relatively unimportant.
TIleoretically they would never admit as
much but practically they assume the validity of such an idea. They busy the minister with trivial tasks which any d evoted
layman could just as well perfonn. One
minister tells of a consistory which refu sed
to take over the task of typing up bulletin
copy just because they felt that this was
his task. Precious minutes, not to say hours,
are wasted in the minister's life because he
has to perform such secretarial duties
which rob him of the time he could be
spending in wrestling with the problems
of his c.."o ngregation. Frequently the minister must conduct every society in the
congregation. Or his members will insist
that he come over some morning to drink
a cup of coffee. As these demands increase,
and each member conveniently forgets that
the other hundred or two hundred fa milies
are making the same demands, the minister is compelled to spend more and more
time out of his study.
Obviously the pastor must remain in
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This whole matter of historical inaccuracies in relation to the infallibility and inerrancy of the Bible was discussed in connection with the specific nature of the
Bible's authority. It is common coin in the
American realm of Reformed scholarship
to say that the gospel writers did not intend
to write historical biographies of the life
of Jesus. But it has seldom been said that
therefore we can accept historical inaccuracies in matters of detail within the
parallel accounts of the same historical
event. ObViously this matter needs earnest,
serious, and responsible attention.
This matter relates itself to another discussion now going on in Christian Reformed circles. I refer to the matter of
"'theistic evolution" in regard to the first
three chapters of Genesis. Here again we
shan 11ave to study the matter in the light
of the specific nature of Biblical authority.
The questions involved need precise formulation and the various answers given must
be discussed and evaluated by more than
a few ministers and scholars who happen
As the ministers work to take the time to take time or find the time to study the
for such reflection and as the congregations matters. These are matters which concern
help them find the time they will be com- every minister in a very real way. They
pelled to deal with some touchy subjects. touch our pastoral ministry at many points.
This became apparen t in the last lecturc
\Vith regret I think of a devoted, intelliof Dr. H. Ridderbos. He dealt with the gent member of the Christian Reformed
subject of the nature of the authority of Church who is now wandering around into
the Scriptures. During the cOurse of his other church groups just because his minaddress within the specific context of ister didn't know how to deal with the
those parallel passages found in the Synotic young man's questions. The minister failed
gospels he spoke of historical inaccuracies:. to keep abreast of current discussions and
One ilJusb·ation which he used concerned with the typical disinterest of a pastor who
the healing of the blind men ( man ) at tbought himself too busy and the young
Jeri cho. ' '''ere there two or one? In Mat- man too inquisitive he gave him a book
thew's account of this healing we meet two which was fifty years old and which didn't
blind men while Mark and Luke spC<'l k of fRce the specific problem with which his
on ly one blind man. Which account is member was plagued. Our task is too
correct? Is the one in nccuracte and the sacred for such apathetic and mediocre inoth er not? ]t was Ridderbos' expressed eptness.
judgment that a Bible believing scholar has
These are vexing questions which dethe perfect right to speak of an historical mand sober, sympathetic, and critical
inaccuracy at this point without in any way analysis. It is this kind of study which we
prejurucmg his belief in the in fa llibility of need desperately in our circles. This is not
the Bible.
the eHort of a select few who think they
intimate pastoral contact with his people.
This is a condition without which he can
not successfull y carry out his ministry. But
intimate pastoral contact is not to be
equated with the social cup of coffee, the
wedding rehearsal dinner, two rounds of
golf per week, one day of nshing with the
parishioners or the position of roving news
reporter for the congregation. At this
pOint the congregation and consistories
have a responsibility to their ministers. We
must not forget that the minister's chief
task is that of a teacher cider. The precondition for teaching is the tim e for
lc ~ uni
g
to say what needs to be said.
And the latter is not as easy as many naively suppose. It would be nothing short
of tragic if the stimulation and learning
reccived at the Institute were to be lost
because the ministers can not find the time
to make use of the new perspectives gained.
And would be nothing short of wicked if
the ministers refused to discipline themselves in learning more in order to edify
the household of faith.
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must give intellectual leadership to the
ignorant multitudes. It is the task of every
one of us. Each new insight can serve to
correct and complement the insight of the
other. Our theological constructions may
not accord with our confessional commitments and then we need the humble grace
to listen to the admonition of a brother
rather than raise the emotionally weighted
cry of "heresy hunting." This kind of
endeavor takes courage, the courage to admit we can be wrong, and the courage
which will break through the lifeless forms
of traditional cliches. It is this action
which keeps the church ever at the task of
reforming herself. Such action will help
us become increasingly what we are in
Christ, a body of Christ through whom the
Saviour King works today. For this reason
we had the Minister's Institute ... 1956.
A. C. D. J.
THE ROAD INTO THE CHURCH
( Conli""td f ,'om pO

(l ~

6)

of lodge membership and marriage and
divorce. Instead of using such ambiguous
slogans as "whom Christ accepts the chw'ch
must accept" we ought to look at specific
practices which seem to disregard this
principle. Obviously the church must accept the sinner accepted by Christ, but the
point in question concerns the attempt of
the church council to determine whether
or not Christ has rea11y ingrafted the inquirer into his body. And in assessing this
fact we may not exceed our ministerial
authority as stewards of the Word of God.
Only as the discussion focuses on concrete practices can the church on the one
hand remain true to God's reveaJed will
without lording it over the conscience of
men in things indiHerent and on the other
hand continue to vitalize herself as a Refonned church whose character is clearly
expressed in her corporate testimony. As
every church council does this in loyalty
to Christ her King it will stand on the
frontier of an alien and estranged world as
a redemptive agency in the hand of Christ
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himself. It can then remain confident in
faith that Christ will use the church for the
salvation of mankind.
ASSOCIATIO N FOR REFORfltED
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
( Colf,i>nud frtnn ,.

V ~

1)

tiSc studies be established; that this association be based upon the Word of God
as interpreted by the historic Reformed
confessions (e.g. the three Forms of Unity,
etc.); and that a board be appointed whose
first task shall be to draw up a constitution.'" This proposal was accepted unanimously. And again, the gathering was conscious of their dependence upon God to
make this decision successful and therefore
Psalm 25:2 was prayerfully sung.
A board of nine directors was then
chosen with the possibility of additional
members from western Canada in so far
as their study of this matter will permit
them to cooperate actively. The following
were elected: the Reverend Messrs. Guillaume, Kouwenhoven, Tamminga, Schrotenboer and Vander Meer; and the Messrs.
Nienhuis, Speelman ( president ), Vande
Riet and Van Kooy. These brethren received the commission to draw up a constitution and to pian future action and
propaganda. Their work and proposals
will be discussed at the nex t general meeting in the fall of the year.
Nothing more being on the agenda, the
Rev. F. Guillaume closed the meeting with
.thanksgiving and a few remarks based on
the closing words of Ecclesiastes : "Fear
God, and keep his commandments; for this
is the whole duty of man." These words
form the key for the Christian life, and also
must be adhered to in respect to higher
education. 1'llay we all be faithful, oh Lord,
and be thou gracious unto us, so that
through us 'lhy kingdom may come and
Thy will may be done on earth as it is
in heaven."
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IS IT WORTH READING?

1l00K REVIEW ED ITOR,
PROF . H. R. VA N Til
63 JEfFERSON AVE ., S. E.

GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICH IGAN

Protestant Nurture - An Introduction
to Christian Education
HARRY C. M UNRO

(P ,."tic• . Ha ll, Inc., Engl.wood Clifh, N. J., 1956, 270 pp.)

The author of this book comes to grips
with some fund amental problems in Chris-

tian education today. And he does it in a
refreshing, stimulating way. In a lucid and
easy. Rowing style he d evelops his views
with clarity and conviction.
At the very outset the reader's interest
is captured as the author points out that
our western Christian civilization is facin g
a major crisis, that llrotestant Christians

have a calling and challenge to face up to
it, and that they will have to approach it
with a distinctive, Christian education. By
this time a Calvinist who loves the Chris·
tian school is on the alert, wondering
whether we are getting a militant defense
and enlightenin g exposition of Christian
education or another book on religious edu·
cation as viewed in a liberal Protestant
fram ework of thought.
We go on reading and find some more
stimulating and challenging ideas expres·
sed. The question is raised how the dim·
ate of American theological thinking aHects
Protestant Christian education today. And
also what recent developments in the p sy·
chology of personality have to say to Christian education. The author poses the p er·
tinent question, how Protestant Churches
must reconstruct their thinking in Christian education "to qualify them for their
present educational and social responsibility." The fact that we have a well-developed system of education in this country is
not overlooked , but the alarm is sounded
of a threatening secularism in the nation·s
schools that is engulfing all of life. How
are we as Protestants to face up to this
situation?
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T hese ar e all stupendous problems. They
are, indeed, searching questions. Anyone
who takes the Reformation and the history
and future d evelopment of Protestant
Christianity seriously recogni zes that these
question s must b e answered if we are to
know where we are going and what we
are doing in the present situation. The
author makes it very clear how he views
the Protestant cause in relation to the contcmporary scene, and it is not an optimistic
outlook.
Cha llenging as the early chapters of this
volum e are, it soon becomes evident in
them, to a car efu l reader, in which direction t]lOught is moving. As a matter of
fact reading of the table of contents a]·
ready indicates the author's slant on the
issues raised. H ere are the chapter headings . What is our human problem? wrh:!.t
is the fai th we teach? How is the Protestant faith propagated ? How do persons
grow? H ow do persons become Christlike? How are Clui stian education and
evangelism related? How does the church
tcach? What is the curriculum? What is
the American way in education? What are
the growing edges of the movement?
But early impressions of the table of
conten ts and statements here and there in
the first chapters shou ld not bias one, lest
he fail to profit from several worthwhile
ideas t hat should givc us food fo r thought.
Let us mention a few.
The title of this volume is suggestive.

Notice that Christian education is referred
to as nurture. And such it should be. By
nurture we mean to bring up a child to
maturity according to ways of child-life.
T he Lord has laid down certain develop·
menta l principles in child life which we
must observe would we bring up a child
ri ghtly. W e readily recognize this in the
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feeding and dothing of a child . But in to be expressed in terms of personal qualipractice, if not in theory, we so easily for- ties. They are such qualities as worship,
get that this applies to other areas of child love, security, fellowship, self-understandlife too, namely, the emotional, the social, ing, self-appraisal, self-control, stewardand the intellectual. Then too, with refer- ship, and the like. When these and similar
ence to home life we readily think of edu- personal qualities are the ends by which
cation as nurture. But when we think of all learn ing and instruction are to be vaeducation in school and church, it is an- lued, we shall apprai se and reappraise
other matter. Now a child suddenly be- some things we have said and done in
comes a receptacle for storing facts or an Christian education.
object of mental diScipline, or a being that
There are several more sti mulating ideas
needs training. No one denies the need for advanced in this book. One that strikes
facts and disciplined thinkin g and action, home too is the plea for return to the fambut education is much more than these. I t i1y unit in Christian education, the task
is nurture. So we are glad this book de- and responsibility of parents. But those
velops the idea of education as nurture.
mentioned must suffice.
The author advances the thought that
Because of the excellent material in the
recent studies in personality development book, it is the more to be regretted that
have much to offer toward a better under- not historic Christianity as reaffirmed and
standing of Christian cducation. This sug- developed in the Reformation, but a Protgestion is well taken and is readily acknowl- estantism that has no place for the Bible
edged by one with even a passing acquaint- except as a great religious heritage conance with these studies. Unfortunately the stitutes the key-note. A Protestantism based
author turns to a psychology which is on doctrine grounded in the infallible rethoroughly secular in its structure. His cording of the ' Vord of God is viewed as
failure to regard the Bible as the highest authoritarian. The author advocates a proand final authority concerning the doc- gressing Protestantism, meaning by protrines of God, man, and the world ac- • gressing a growing and expanding Word
cou nts for his disregard of the scriptural of God as interp'reted by man. Christian
doctrine of man as the Christian's approach education is the nurture of a child in this
to psychological studies. But this failure growing and expanding Word so that he
does not negate the author's contention experiences it in daily living and daily enthat it is a common error in Christian edu- riches his life to become more Christ-like.
cation to consider a stuffing of the mind
The author wants to take Christ seriously
with adult facts and ideas misu nderstood as the living Saviour and Lord. But the
or not understood at all by young learners words of Christ have no authority other
as good education. Even the Bible holds than recorded history. Children must be
before us the teaching that personality is nurtured to Christ-likeness, but they are
formed by truth understood ( though not not be instructed authoritatively in the
fully comprehended) and accepted.
truth Chr ist taught. They are to appraise
There is another thought that occurs to what Christ said and did for their own
one as he reads this challenging book. It well-being. Subjectivism and autonomy in
is this. The author speaks of the goal of Christian thought and life, therefore.
Christian education as becoming ChristAnd what about the established educalike. This is easily interpreted in a purely tional program in our schools? It is admoral or ethical sense. What the author vocated that somethin g be done collectively
emphasizes, however, is that the goal of and unitedly by the Protestant churches to
education is personal, that is, what we try reintroduce "moral and spiritual values,"
to realize in Christian nurture of a child is in a rapidly secularizing public school sys-
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tern. Past attempts are appraised. Sugges·
tions for more effective means are promul·
gated. But when all is said and done.
Protestants cannot rest in the solutions.
Christian education must be developed
within the program of the church. Every·
thing. including preaching, must be made.
educational. Then the Protestant nurture
can hope for more desired results.
The liberal Protestant appears to see the
problem, but he refuses to accept the only
answcr that can satisfy the need. The
Christian school in cooperation with the
Christian home and the Christian church
can meet the need, with the Lord's bles·
sing. But the Christian school should consider that its educational program finds its
justification in effective Christian nurture.
- CORNELIUS

JAARSMA

Colvin College
We Are the Lord's
JEAN VIS
Soci.ty for Reform"! Publicolions, 1519 E. fulton St., Grond
Ropl<h. $2.:50.

H ere is another exposition of the Heidel·
berg Catechism by a minister in the Reform ed Church in America. The catechism
is dealt with in one volume, with a total
of 175 pages. The reader will understand
immediately that this sort of treatment in
the nature of the case cannot be very ex·
haustive.
The book is intended for the young
people's societies or even for the catechism
class. It is a brief but fundamental treat·
ment of the basic aspects of our Reformed
faith, set forth rather systematically. At
the end of every chapter one finds a slate
of questions which cover tho lesson pretty
well.
Actually the book is a guide to the study
of the catechism and does Dot supply all
the answers to problems that arise in con·
nection with it. It might even be said that
the author has presented his material in a
devotional form, rather than giving us a
factual explanation. He has made elaborate
use of Ursinus' commentary on the cate·
chism.
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I t might be a good idea to place this
book in the hands of those who intend to
do profession of faith or, better yet, to give
it as a present in memory of that happy
occasion. It can be handy as a reference
work for those who canDot afford expensive
commentaries as it lends itself beautifully
to quick checking.
For those who have commentaries on
the catechism or are quite ramiliar with its
contents and basic me.."Ining, this book
offers nothing new. But it does not claim
to have been written for that purpose
either. It is recommended to those who are
looking for this type of easy and convenient
reference work in digested book form.
-L. MULDER
Neerlandia, Alberta
Calvinism
" IT. Histor,r, Basic Pri nciple • • It. Fruit ond IT. fulur., and
tTs Pract ico l Appli cot ion in lif."

BEN A. WARBURTON
(Wm. B. E...dman s Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,

1955, 24 pp., $3.00)

My esteemed colleague, Dr. H. Henry
Meeter. professor of Calvinism at Calvin
College and now retired, has rightly ob·
served
A book on Calvinism which would include the
broad li st of t opics mentioned in this sub·
t itle .. . would be a wort hwhile contribution
indeed. However, a cursory exami nation of
Ihe volume reveals that such is not the
case
. The hook is rather a discourse on
the American controver sy with sa.lient lea·
ture s of Augustinianism <lnd other aspects of
Calvinism thrown in fo r good mea sure.·
"n'e O",,,,cr, Sell!. 16, I,age 1111.

I heartily agree with the judgment of
Dr. Meeter, which means that the book
does not live up to its title. Actually the
discussion of Calvinism here offered is re·
sh'icted to its theological and ethical ideas
alone.
However, the treatment of Arminianism
and its relationship to the well·known «five
points of Calvinism" is excellent since the
whole problem is placed in its historical
setting. Doe point Warburton makes ought
to give liS pause as we seek to unearth and
eradicate heresy in our day. I refer to the
subtlety and ambiguity of Arminius in
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A more serious inaccuracy involving the
dealing with his opponents who did battle
with him for the sake of purity of doctrine. character of St. Augustine is set forth in
For example, engaged to refute the anti- expressions such as these:
predestination views of the humanist, Dirk
Whe n a little more than seventeen years of
age, August in e plunged into a life of sensual
Volkers Coornhert, Arminius soon re. anrl
indulgence and open immorality . .
vealed that he was himself infected with
showed no distirn::tion in anything except vice
and the most sinful depravity (pages 30, 31).
the disease of Coornhert's heresy. When
He had brought his mistress with him {rum
accused he
Ro me but she fo und some pretext for re~
stilled the storm which he had raised by
pledging himself to teach not hing which was
in any way subversive of the Ca techism of
H eidelberg and the Confession of the QJ.Urch
of t he Netherlands. On the grounds of this
pledge, he was permitted to continue in his
office, but it was not long before it was discovered that the pledge which he had gi\'en
was o f lit tle value, for furthe r tr ouble was
soon stirred up by some sermons which he
preached on Rom. 9 wherein he more boldly
quest ioned the teaching of Calvin and Beu
(page 51).

It soon became evident that Arminiu s
had been infecting the minds of students
and citizens, thus forming a strong body
of opposition to the accepted Calvinistic
teaching.
That much cunning had been practised by
Armillius the re is little roo m to doubt, and
tha t he was equall y d ishones t is clear. " P osing as orthodox amongs t the o rthodox, he
surreptitiously promu lgat ed opinion s the inevit able tendency o f w hich was to undermine and overth row the doct rines professell
and to stir up distrust and d issension" (page
51).

I am citing this characterization of Arminius because so many of our contemporaries have not yet seen through the clever
devices of the modern pervcrters of the
Gospel. In a later issue of Torch and
Trumpet I hope to devote an article to this
phenomenon.
Before concluding this review with a
recommendation that our Calvinist bre th ~
Ten study Warburton , I must call attention
to a number of inaccuracies which mar the
book. On page 25 we read, "Augustine
would appear to have come into contact
with Pelagius on several occasions," when,
as a matter of fact, Augustine was out of
town when Pelagius and Coelestius passed
through Hippo and they never did meet
each other personally in this life (Cf. Paul
Lehman, "The AntiPelagian Writings," in
A Companion Study to St. Augustine, Oxford UniverSity Press, 1955).
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turning thither and he immediately procured
anot he r 10 take her place. W e can scartl)'
ill/cUillt! a life more depraved thGlf tilat tlJhi.-h
he lived. ( page 32, ital ics added)
It is quite. iml?ossible . to express all the
dept hs of Sin mlo which tIlLS man sank.
(pa ge 32).

Fact is, however, that Augustine con~
fesses that he was in love with love when
he went to the theater and witnessed the
actors playing the role of lovers, and he
fell into evil ways while idling away his
sixteenth year at home (witness the pearstealing incident) . At seventeen (Autumn,
371 A.D.) he was already
attached t o her who was to be the companion
of his life for t he ne xt fourteel1 years, ill a
union w hich, though not marriage in t he
highest sen se, differed from technical marriage rat her in a legal than a moral point o f
vi ew . . . and it served to screen him fr om
the llIultitudinous temptat ions to vice th ~ t
ot her wise would have be set h im. " I was raithfl11 to her," he says ... (Cf. B. B. Warfield,
"Augustine and his 'Confessions'" in S/fldies
i,l Terlll/ljlm and AU[j1l.SlillC, Ox ford University
P ress, 1930) .

The overmastering passion and lofty ambition of Augustine was not Beshly lust
but a love for philosophy, with which his
heart was inflamed already at the age of
nineteen.
Furthermore, the statement that "his
mistress . . . found some pretext for returning" to Rome from Carthage is not
accurate. Augustine after consultation
with his mother sent her back since he was
in a fair way toward the achievement of
his life's ambition and for that he had to
contract a suitable marriage. He literally
"tore her from his heart," and she was so
much in love with him that she remained
true to him the rest of her life. Augustine
did, however, take a second concubine
since he found himself still unable to overcome his Reshly appetite. He could no
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longer conceal, therefore, from himself his
abject slavery to lust. It is true: Augustine
was a slave to passion, but that is not the
same as living a life so dissolute as to war·
,r ant the opinion that a life more depraved
can scarcely be imagined.
On page forty·two Warburton speaks of
France as being «in the hands of the Jes·
uits" about the time that John Calvin fled
France in the Fall of 1533. At this time
··Loyola was meeting secretly with three
friends, students of the Sorbo nne, and the
king had never heard of him. The order
was not organized until 1540 in Rome, and
the Jesuits did not become a dominant
political force until after the Council of
Trent (1545· 1563). Another instance of
recklessness with history is the picture
drawn by the author of the settlers of the
southern states of our nation. Presumably
they were «wild adventurers from Spain
and Portugal" dominated by the spirit of
papacy, and having «exterminated or en·
slaved the natives," transmitted this spirit
to their descendants, against whom "the
freedom·loving spirit of Calvinism" as·
serted itself on behalf of the oppressed in
the Civil \Var (cf. page 222).
Over against this I read in The Southern
Presbyterian Journal (September, 1955)
that "Francis Mackemie, a Presbyterian
minister from northern Ireland . . . who is
frequ ently designated the 'Father of American Presbyterianism'," in 1664 "organized
a Presbyterian church at Snow Hill, Mary·
land" and "travelled throughout Maryland,
Virginia ..." "The first presbytery in the
South was organized by Samuel Davies" in
1746, who did most of his preaching on
the Virginia frontier. It is also a wellknown fact that the American Presbyterians, all loyal sons of Calvjn, split over the
slavery question, the Southern branch call·
ling themselves the Presbyterian Church in
the United States, a denomination which
has been a great spiritual force in our
nation.
Lest I become tedious let me stop here,
although I do wish to add that footnotes,
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bibliography and a more extensive index
would also improve the book immeasurably.
For the rest, I must praise the author for
his ability to generate enthusiasm and for
his glowing presentation of the fruits of
Calvinism in history. Would that more of
our children were acquainted with their
gloriOUS heritagel
- HENRY R. VAN Tn.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
WHAT THEY AR.B THINKING
(Collli,.,ud frfnll page 14)

be introduced by the pupil who becomes
a "little missionary." ''The child that is
taught, often and early that he belongs to
the Saviour, and is to live for the Saviour,
will live and express that type of life in a
public as well as in a Christian school."
The author goes on to show what Christians ought to do for the sake of the improvement of the public schools, but this
hardly touches the real issue.
Rev. James Baar of Denver and Rev.
Adrian De Young of Paterson then take up
the case for the Christian school in the
next two articles of the symposium. Their
arguments are scripturally grounded. They
refer to the covenant and the parental duty.
They also set forth objections to the type
of argument used in the nrst two articles
of the symposium. I shall not review the
details of their case here for it is well
known in Reformed circles. It is interesting to note, however, that where Christian
schools are considered to be a Scriptural
requirement, one does still hear arguments
similar to those of Ten Clay and Rotten·
berg when it concerns the questions of
labor or politics.
Sharpen your
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